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Abstract- In this paper, the design consideration 
and algorithm mapping for weighted median filters are 
presented. To achieve high throughput rate, a special 
coding technique and its dedicated architecture with 
block processing are constructed to handle multiple 
filtering inputs and multiple filtering outputs concur- 
rently. The pipelined cycle in our design is merely as 
the delay time of 1-bit carry-save-adder (CSA). Due 
to this design strategy, the proposed architlecture can 
support not only weighted median filters but also rank 
order-based filters in high-speed applications. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many nonlinear filtering techniques[l..6] h a w  been suc- 
cessfully applied to  the speech signal processing and dig- 
ital image processing. Most of them utilize rank order 
signals of filtering window with the unit weight of the 
sample, e.g., median filters, rank order filters, and rank 
order-based filters. An alternative design is to include 
the temporal-order information by setting the weight not 
all equal to  1, such as weighted median filters[l,2,3], cen- 
ter weighted median filter[4], and the adaptive stack fil- 
ter[5,6]. The Weighted Median Filter(WMF) is first in- 
troduced by Justusson[l] and further discussed by Brown- 
rigg[2] and Wendt et a1[3]. This filter gives more weight 
to some samples within the sliding window to allow a de- 
gree control of the smoothing behavior. The sample in 
the sliding window is duplicated as weight defined be- 
fore sorting; then the center value of the sclrted list is 
chosen as a median output. Recently, the ,adaptive s- 
tack(weighted) filter[5,6] techniques based on the estima- 
tion approach have been proposed to obtain ishe optimal 
weight set. These adaptive stack filters allow fractioned 
weights to get a better compromise between the detailed 
preservation and impulsive noise removal. The weight set 
can also be determined based on the structural approach 
for preservation of lines, corners, and edges. 

Weighted median filter is a generalization of the me- 
dian filter. With proper weights set ,  they have efficient 
impulsive noise suppression and excellent image detail- 

preserving capability. They have been successfully a p  
plied in various areas such as noise reduction, image 
restoration, field interpolation, and image DPCM cod- 
ing. Recently, many theories about WM filters are under 
development and are focused on their deterministic and 
statistical properties. Since WM filters have a higher ca- 
pability of noise reduction, the implementation of WM 
filters becomes very interesting. There are two main is- 
sues in the implementation of WM filters: an algorithm to 
find the proper weight, and an efficient algorithm to find 
its output. These two main algorithms are all required to  
find the median output of a given weight set efficiently. 
The first attempt to implement the WM filter was made 
by Y1. Harji et .  al based on the positive boolean function. 
The complexity of the PBF will be 0(2N) ,  where N means 
the window size of the WM filters. Recently, Astola and 
Neuvo[7] proposed a novel method with O ( N 2  * S )  com- 
plexity to compute the WM filters’ output, where S is the 
total sum of the weights. Then, they have extended their 
algorithm to the real weights case. These algorithms are 
addressed on the permutation of the weight set. The num- 
ber of the permutations becomes very huge even though 
the window size is only 9. In this paper, we propose an 
alternative method to save complexity through hardware 
consideration. 

There are two approaches to implement the weighted 
median filter. The first method[6] is that the sorting is 
performed before the weight sum accumulation. The sec- 
ond is that the samples are duplicated as weight defined 
before sorting. In the former approach, the samples asso- 
ciated with weight inside the filtering window are sorted. 
Then, starting from the highest end of the sorted list, add 
up the corresponding weights till the sum of the weights 
is greater than the desired rank order output. The output 
of the weighted median filter is the sample corresponding 
to  the last weight. However, the latency of this sequential 
realization is too long to meet the real time requiremen- 
t. The latter approach requires a connection network to  
expand the samples as weight before applying to  those 
of the existing architectures, which have been presented 
at[8,9] for rank filter realization. For the fractioned weight 
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set, all weights need to  be normalized into integers before 
sorting. In addition, the total number of data  to be sorted 
is larger than that of rank order filter with unit weight. 
The input size of the sorter varies depending on the as- 
sociated weights defined, which will not only increase the 
complexity of the connection network but is also unsuited 
to hardware implementation. Therefore, it is still difficult 
to develop an efficient parallel algorithm and architecture 
to realize the weight median filter. 

In this paper, we propose a hardware-oriented algorith- 
m and architecture for the weighted median filter based 
on the radix search method. The algorithm is efficien- 
t enough to be performed in parallelism and pipelining. 
Therefore, it can be implemented on VLSI. Since there axe 
many pipelined stages in the proposed architecture, the 
filtering operation can achieve high throughput rate by 
block processing. It will complete a block of K-bit output 
after K iterations. The pipelined cycle can be reduced to  
1-bit carry-save-adder( CSA) delay. The concept for find- 
ing the median of the Weighted Median Filter(WMF) is 
introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we will present a 
dedicated architecture of the proposed algorithm for the 
weighted median filter. The final conclusion is given in 
section 4. 

11. A HARDWARE-ORIENTED WMF ALGORITHM 

In the weighted median filtering application, the weight 
should be adjustable for different specifications. This ad- 
justment will change the size of the sorter. In addition, 
the sorting complexity increases when the input data in- 
creases. Its cycle time is too long to  support the necessxy 
operation speeds for today's high bandwidth system. So, 
we present a hardware-oriented algorithm, which has a 
fixed input and constant iterations independent on the 
weight value defined. 

In order to illustrate the weighted median filter op- 
eration, consider the following example. Given a WM 
with W={1,2,3,2,1}, it median (threshold) is M=5, and 
the input signal is {4,7,5,11,9 }. In the traditional ap- 
proach, we will duplicate the sample as weight defined 
before sorting. In this way, the sorter input data be- 
comes to {4,7,7,5,5,5,11,11,9 } and its median is 7. An 
alternative method to  find its output is to check the as- 
sociated weight sum without sorting. It is evaluated in 
the bit-serial manner from the most significant bit to the 
least significant bit. For this example, at the first MSB 
iteration, the corresponding weighted sum for 9 and 11 
component is less than 5. So, the MSB output is 0. And 
the final median output will be less than 9 and 11. At 
the second bit iteration, the corresponding weighted sum 
includes the weights of 4,7,5,11,and 9 components. The 
corresponding second bit output is 1. But we are not sure 
that the final output is larger than 4, 7, or 5. It will be 
determined at  the following iterations. The procedure to 
find the output of the weighted median is summarized in 

, 

W[.l= [ 1 2 3 2 1 ] 

X=[.]=[4 7 5 11 9]=[0100 0111 0101 1011 10011 

TW9. M=5, 

k=4, 
U[.]=[. . . . . I  -> 0 +O + 0 1.2 +l = 3 <5 Y(4)=0. 

k=3, 
U[.]=[. . . 1 1 1 2  1+2 +3+2+1=9>15 Y(3)=1, 

k 2 ,  

U[.]=[. . . 1 11 -> 0 +2 C O +  2 +1=5>=5 Y(2)=1, 

k=l, 
LS[.]=[O . 0 1 I] -> 0+2 +o +2 +I =5 >=5 Y(l)=l, 

The weighledmedian filter oufput= Y(Olll)=7, 

Figure 1: A bit-serial example of finding the output of the 
weighted median filter 

Fig. 1. 
This hardware-oriented algorithm is executed in the bit- 

serial manner, which is executed from the most significant 
bit to  the least significant bit. Let the total weight sum 
of the weighted median filter be T, and its median be M 
=(T,+1)/2. At the first iteration, the MSB of output is 
set to "1". The weight of sample with "1" a t  the MSB are 
added up. Then check this weight sum value, whether it is 
larger than or equal to the value M. If it is true, the setting 
is correct and the corresponding bit is "1"; otherwise it 
is "0". In the former case, the samples whose MSB bit is 
0 are labeled "0". In the latter case, the samples whose 
MSB bit is 1 are labeled "1". All determined samples will 
keep their labels in the following iteration cycles. Similar 
t o  the first iteration, the second bit is also determined in 
the same manner, and so on. For 8-bit input data, the 
final median output can be obtained after 8 iterations. 
The computation complexity of the proposed realization 
is O(K), where K is the word length. The cycle time 
of this median finding depends on the cycle time of the 
weight sum operation, which will be reduced further a t  
the next section by the hardware approach. 

It is clearly that the main improvement of our pro- 
posed method, compared with other previous bit-serial 
algorithms[8,9] is that the proposed algorithm can find 
the median output with various definitions of weight. In 
Chen[8]and Kar[9], they can only support the median out- 
put with unit weight directly. In that situation, the input 
size of these filters can't remained fixed for the weight 
median filter realization, which will cause some realiza- 
tion problems. Fortunately, our algorithm can solve this 
problem easily. For fractioned weight set, we can either 
normalize or represent the weight values into the binary 
format without losing their generality before applying the 
proposed algorithm. The summary of the proposed algo- 
rithm is described as follows: 
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Weight vrl- 1 a 

Input d r t r  4 7 
Y O  W[i] 

x I4 
BCD c o d e  0 1 0 0  0 1 1 1  

3 a 1 

5 1 1  9 

0101 1011 1001 Wsum 

Hardware-oriented algorithm for weighted me- 
dian filters 
Let x[i], w[i], S[i], L[i], Yk, and x [ i ] k  represent the input 
sample value, weight, set or pass, larger or smaller than 
M, kth bit of Y output, and 6th bit of X [ i ] ,  reslpectively 

for i= l ,  ..... n do in parallel 
load W[i], X[i], S[;]=O, L[i]=O 

for k=MSB, ..., LSB do in series 
for i=l ,  .... ,n do in parallel 
begin 
W,,,=O; 
case (S[i], L[i]) 
O,O : { XW[i] = X [ i ] k *  W[i];} 
0,1 : { XW[i] = un-used;} 
1 , O  : { XW[i] = 0;) 
1,l : { XWF] = W[;];} 

endcase 
for j = l  ,....,n do W,,,= W,,, + XWL] 
if (W,,, 2 M )  then Yk = 1; else &:= 0; 
if (W,,, 2 M )  then {if ((S[i]== 0) and 

else {if ((S[i]=O)and (X[i]k=l)) then L[i]= l;} 
(X[i]1,=0)) then L[i]= O;} 

end 

x I i l  
I torrt ionr 

K=4,X[ i ]4  
K=3,X[ i ]3  
K = a , x [ i ] a  
K=l,X[r]l 

An example of the weighted median filter is shown in 
Table 1. The weighted median filter output is achieved 
after K iterations, where K=4. 

S 1 , L l  S 2 , L z  S 3 , L 3  S q l L q  S s 1 L 6  * 
0 ,O 0 , O  0 , O  1,l 1,l 3 Yq= 0 

0 , O  0 ,O  0 , O  1,1 1,1 9 Y3= 1 
0 ,O 0 ,O  0 , O  1,l 1,l 5 Ya= 1 
1,0 0 , O  1,O 1,l 1.1 6 Y1= 1 

111. SYSTOLIC ARRAY ARCHITECTURE OF W M F  

The proposed algorithm can be efficiently implemented 
by using systolic array. We mapped the proposetd algorith- 
m into three main parts: Word-to-Bit serial conversion 
(WTBC), weighted sum calculation and compa.rison, and 
Bit-serial-to-Word conversion (BTWC). The basic struc- 
ture of the proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 2. An 
adder binary-tree is used to  accumulate the corresponding 
weights. Hence, it completes a filtering operation after 8 
* (log n $1) cycles to generate 8 bit output. With this 
cycle time, the delay of every adder must be very short to 
support the real-time requirement. We adopted a bit-level 
realization and task interleaving processing to reduce the 

Figure 2: A basic structure of proposed architecture. 

Figure 3: An adder-tree architecture of weighted median 
filter 

cycle time and power consumption. 
At first, the comparative result may be obtained at the 

MSB output of an adder when the weighted sum value and 
the 2's complement of M are driven as inputs. With this 
transformation, all operations may be executed from the 
LSB to the MSB. Hence, they can be regularly pipelined 
down to the bit-level to achieve high throughput rate. Fig. 
3 illustrates an adder-tree and its corresponding bit-level 
to accumulate 5 weights. 

Since there are many idle or waiting cycles in the adder- 
tree, many independent tasks may be executed concur- 
rently with task interleaving processing. In this case, the 
filtering operation is performed using multiple filter input 
with multiple filter output as block processing. Therefore, 
it can concurrently complete 14 tasks in the proposed ar- 
chitecture, where "task" means the process to to find a 
single output. The detailed consideration of PE function 
design, data flow, and related technology to support this 
architecture are given in the subsection 3.1 and 3.2. The 
evaluation of the proposed architecture is also summa- 
rized in the subsection 3.3. 

A. PE Processor 

A PE processor constructed for each pixel will output 
"0"value or "weight" value to the input of the adder-tree 
depending on the the compared result, (Y) and corre- 
sponding bits, (X[i], L and S ). The corresponding state 
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R: Reset 
s : scvpass (110) 
L :LargerIsmaer (110) 
W: WcightRsgister 
XiXo,Y,R: 1-bit 
XWi : p-bit 

Xo <-Xi Y <-I ZXWi>=M 
xwi <- &*w) or Wl*Cl*w) <-0 ZXWi<M 

10 smalleistate 11 : Largerstate 
01 : Unused state OO~PaSrState 

Figure 4: A state diagram of PE function. 

Figure 5: The 2-D array of the weighted median filter 
with 5*5 window size (4 tasks) 

diagram of PE is shown in Fig. 4. When the label can 
be determined, it will be set to S= l  and stored as the 
correct label at register L. Although the P E  state may 
not be determined immediately until the delay cycle of 
weight sum operation, it is available for the evaluation of 
the next task. Hence, we correct these S and L register- 
s constructed as a register-ring in P E  for corresponding 
task. And this ring will shift one position per clock cycle 
corresponding to  the proper interleaved task. 

B. DataFlow 

In the practical implementation, the input bandwidth 
must be reduced or shared with other input for saving VL- 
SI fabrication and packaging cost. And the data flow of 
the proposed architecture must be regular to  minimize the 
number of skewing registers and latch registers. There- 
fore, we arrange the P E  processor into a 2-D array as 
shown in Fig. 5. Each P E  processor will receive the bit- 
streams from WTBC converter or from its left side and 
shift them to its right. 

Since the feedback loop has more than one delay cy- 
cle, it will generate idle cycles for task switching or data 
waiting, and degrade the performance of the throughput. 
We use a pair of bit-streams t o  carry input in sequence as 
shown in Fig. 6 t o  improve the efficiency t o  100%. In the 
old iteration cycle, the data of the corresponding filtering 
window is cut and obtained from the bit-stream A. In the 
even iteration cycle, it will switch to the bit-stream B. 
In this way, the idle cycle is shrunk. There is only one 
bit width for each bit-stream, which can serve on the VL- 

Figure 6:  Data flow for task interleaving (4 tasks). 

Figure 7: 
block. (b) The WTBC converter for one row input. 

(a)The overlapped data  of the conservative 

SI implementation. We used a WTBC converter with a 
circle-buffer to  generate these bit streams as shown in Fig. 
7. Since the filtering operation is performed in block pro- 
cessing, the MSB bit plane of the block is generated first, 
then the second plane, and so on. Since the conservative 
blocks have overlapped data, they may be reused and left 
at the circle-buffer. These bit planes are shifted into the 
2-D array of PES to perform the state evaluation for the 
corresponding tasks. The weighted median output comes 
out of the MSB bit plane to the LSB bit plane, which are 
stored in shifted registers before being converted to the 
word level output. The output rate is 14 tasks per 112 
cycle time instances. 

C. Hardware Evaluation 

The proposed architecture is realized to support weight- 
ed median filters with n window size and the correspond- 
ing total weight, N. For comparison, we chose the PBF 
implementation[8] and the H-tree algorithm[9] construct- 
ed for realization of the rank order filter with N inputs 
as references. The connection network for that  of the 
PBF implementation and the H-tree algorithm is not in- 
cluded. The evaluation criteria of Table 2 summarize the 
complexity, the latency, the pipelined cycle time, and the 
throughput rate. The throughput rate is enhanced in the 
proposed algorithm and architecture. 

Since the proposed architecture had been pipelined 
down to the bit-level, the clock rate may be lower than 
that of the word-level design. Hence, the power consump- 
tion is reduced. 

D. Applications of the Weighted Median Filter 

Before executing the weighted median filter, the weight 
parameters of the filter must be obtained in advance by 
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Algorithm 

---- 

N rddors 
Complexity 1 1  O(K.Log n) I O( K.ZN) 
Sum Opsr- I( n rddorr I 1 P B F  

P B F  Algorith- H-Tree Algorithm Our Algorithm 
m 

Table 2: Evaluation of proposed algorithm, PBF algorith- 
m, and H-tree Algorithm, where n means the window size 
and N ( 2  n) the total weight sum. 

Filtor De- 
*irn 

Scan input 

WMF,  and ROF ROF 

Figure 8: A system block of the proposed architecture for 
the Weighted Median Filter. 

the training algorithms, structural algorithms, or adap- 
tive stack algorithms. Then these weights must be down 
loaded into the weight registers to  perform the filtering 
operation. In the training algorithms, this dedicated ar- 
chitecture may speedup the cycle time of filtering to get 
optimal weights. That is because in each cycle, it needs 
to perform the filtering operation of full image data with 
given weight. An example of a training algorithm based 
on this hardware-oriented algorithm has been proposed in 
[9]. The system block for this filter’s design is shown in 
Fig 8. The output rate is 14 tasks per 8*14 cycle time 
of the 1-bit CSA adder. At the left side, 5 rows of line 
buffers are used to convert the scanned input to block 
output. Each WTBC loads 18 units of the data from the 
corresponding line buffer and generates bit planes. At 
the 8-th iteration of the filtering operation, the: WTBC 
not only generates bit plane to  PES but also pre-loads the 
14 data units concurrently for the next block operation, 
and so on. The bit serial output of the boundary value 
(comparator’s output) is stored and converted to a word 
as final output at BTWC converter. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The arithmetic method for finding the median of the 
weighted median filter is proposed. It require,s K iter- 
ations of the weight sum operation to  complete: the full 
operation of the median finding. The adder tree architec- 
ture is adopted to reduce each cycle time. With t,ask inter- 
leaving, the adjacent tasks can be mutual-exchsively in- 
terleaved in order to  fill the pipeline 100%. The through- 
put is increased correspondingly to the number of the in- 
serted tasks. The proposed design is regular to pipeline 
these tasks in bit-levels for high-speed applications. This 

hardware-oriented algorithm and dedicated architecture 
for the weighted median filter has several advantages: 1) 
easy expandability, 2) the very short pipeline cycle, and 
3) the output property can be controlled using the pro- 
grammable weight and rank selection. 
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